WEBSITE OPTIMISATION
How to leverage the latest technologies for eﬀective &
eﬃcient on-line Business.

● Search Engine Optimisation

● Your Domain Name - and how it ‘ﬁts’ into the Internet
● On-line Promotion & Marketing

Search Engine Optimisation (SEO)
SEO is a specialised ﬁeld that requires the application of:
●

●

The appropriate website infrastructure ○ Open Graph Protocol.
■ for Social Media Integration.
○ Google tracking code.
■ for accurate traﬃc data collection.
○ A reliable 'Site Map'.
■ to add content links to SE databases
via 'xml'.
Honest and appropriate content.
○ Content that focuses on your core business
category.
■ Speciﬁc, 'keyword rich' content.
○ Content speciﬁc 'Meta-data', and
'Micro-data'.

●

Access to Google Search Console & Google
Analytics
○ To register a 'Tracking code'.
○ To access traﬃc data.
○ To upload and edit 'Site Map' links.

●

Relevant website 'Aﬃliate/Back Links'
○ To increase your 'web'
○ To improve your SE 'credibility'.

Domain Registration
We will look at how your ‘domain
name’ registration ‘ﬁts’ into the
internet architecture.

On-line Promotion & Marketing
Once your website is live, and you have the above-mentioned SEO applications in
place, it is recommended that you create social media accounts. The accounts that you
choose will depend on the nature of your business.

Open Graph Protocol

Your website has the capacity for Open Graph Protocol, Social integration modules.
This simply means that you can post directly from your website articles to Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest and
GooglePlus... etc.
You can, from your website article or product, post to other pages you manage as well as to all closed groups you
may be aﬃliated with.
Additionally, this allows your audience to post, share & like content directly from your website.
The OG Protocol will, as an example, take the ﬁrst image, article title, and ﬁrst paragraph of text from your article or
product >> post it to Facebook >> then add a back-link to the article or product on the posted image.
….. so the huge advantages here are:
1. Your post contains the relevant Title.
2. Your post contains a 'Hook' in the form of relevant text from your article or product, and
3. Your posted image, when 'clicked', has an embedded link back to your website content.

NOW... let's put this all together.
We have achieved the delivery of speciﬁc,
measurable, actionable, realistic and timely
marketing.

Speciﬁc – because we are advertising a single
content subject.

Measurable – because we can, through the
implementation of Search Console tracking code,
access the Facebook traﬃc stats. from Google
Analytics.

Actionable – because these data, from Google
Analytics, can be transformed into information on
how eﬀective each post has been.

Realistic – due to the ease of operation, and
Timely – because we can easily time these posts
for best eﬀect.

#Hash-Tags
Being an active Instagram user and inviting customers to actively 'Instagram' your business
can 'share the promotional load' by encouraging clients to come in and share their images
of your business within their networks.
Consider using relevant 'Hash-tags' in your social media posts.
How to Use Instagram Hash-tags
The best way is to look and see what Instagram hash-tags your audience is already using.
The narrower the scope of the hash-tag, the more engaged the users are. So ﬁnd your
Niche when choosing hash-tags.
Try not to 'over tag' your image captions. You can use up to 30 hashtags but 2 or 3 niche
tags that are well targeted can do more good.

How to Use Facebok Hash-tags
Facebook hash-tags simply categorise conversations between users. Facebook oﬀered these
3 usage tips for the hash-tag:
1. Search for a speciﬁc hash-tag from your search bar.
2. Click on hash-tags that originate on other services, such as Instagram.
3. There are many analysis tools available to help choose relevant hash-tags. 'Rite Tag' is
one that can be of use.
Facebook hash-tags have a speciﬁc beneﬁt to your SEO. There is a growing trend to use
hash-tags on search engines like Google and Yahoo(Bing).
You can also register and deﬁne your hashtag at: https://www.hashtags.org/deﬁnition/add

To sum up, here is a useful quote……...
“Hashtags are one of the most commonly queried elements of social media marketing,
particularly amongst people just starting out. And that makes sense – hash-tags can be
confusing as they’re not words within a sentence, necessarily, but topic matches that help
improve discoverability.
Some people think tagging every word will help, because it’ll mean your content will show
up in more conversations, but that’s a ﬂawed theory. In order to maximise the performance
of hashtags, you need to conduct research in order to develop an understanding of which
tags are most relevant to your business, and which are most likely to connect with people
looking for discussion related to your focus topics.”
..... Social Media Today | socialmediatoday.com
As with Instagram, don't over-tag your posts. Two or three well targeted tags is better than ﬂooding your post with
nonsense tags. You can lose credibility this way.

On-line Newsletters
These are a great way to keep your existing customers interested in you. They are also a
great marketing tool to attract the attention of new customers.
Marketing campaigns can be run through the newsletter system in your website and, most
importantly, statistical information can be analysed regarding:
(a) Who, and how many, emails were opened.
(b) Who, and how many, clicked through to your website for more information.
(c) What time of the day are your audience more likely to read your emails.
These data, along with Google Analytics Traffic information, can help you to tailor your on-line
campaigns to be most effective.

Partnering & Affiliate Links
Consider partnering with other on-line organisations.
As an example, say you had established a 'tourist attraction'. this attraction could be
advertised, FREE, on the Australian Tourism Data Warehouse. The ATDW is the
distributor of tourism info to more than 1,000 websites and Apps world wide.
I know that this is only an example, perhaps a bad one, BUT the idea is to seek out
these opportunities to improve the visibility of your business.
There are many on-line directories that list similar businesses and can have signiﬁcant
SEO visibility.

Print Media
Printed media advertising can be expensive. It can also be a very eﬀective way to broaden your customer base.
As with all other advertising campaigns you must be able to measure and quantify the level of success of these eﬀorts.
Of course, the bottom line is always the dollar value of sales but where these sales originated is the key to
'ﬁne-tuning' and focusing your advertising dollars/eﬀorts.
Google Analytics data can provide traﬃc data information on the origin of traﬃc to your website and is very useful
in measuring social media advertising campaigns. Print media campaigns, however, require a diﬀerent strategy.
You often see adverts that make statements like “mention this ad and get 10% oﬀ your next purchase” or “use this
'promo code' at our on-line checkout to receive a discount”. Most times this is the most accurate way to measure the
success of these campaigns.
This direct measurement can be successfully combined with correlating traﬃc data to establish a possible 'causal link'
between the direct measurement of sales and spikes in website traﬃc.
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